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Episode Synopses for September 2020. 

 

Air Week Feed Date Episode # Description 

08.31.20 09.02.20 #BK-123 

 
Go with the cash flow. The Biz Kid$ watch the ebb and flow of income and 
expenses. Join them and you’ll learn proven methods for getting expenses 
under control while growing income with new ideas, smarter work habits, 
and innovation. Meet a successful beekeeper, a clockmaker, and a teen who 
started her own cooking camp for kids -- all who have their income and 
expenses under control. 
 

09.07.20 09.09.20 #BK-124 

 
From start-up on up! Follow the Biz Kid$ as they learn the necessary steps 
for building and growing a new business. You learn how having the basics in 
place can make all the difference. Meet celebrity sneaker designers Angela 
and Vanessa Simmons, and a salad dressing company started in an inner-city 
high school, and learn what they do to grow their business. 
 

09.14.20 09.16.20 #BK-125 

 
What’s on your stub, bub? The Biz Kid$ use a modern American pay stub to 
explain all the deductions on your paycheck. From social security to 
workman’s compensation to the 401(k) plans of today—it’s all there on the 
stub.  Meet a First Nations teen, a professional model, and an auto detailer 
who all explain what's on their paychecks. 
 

09.21.20 09.23.20 #BK-126 

 
Join the Biz Kid$ and you’ll meet social visionaries who use business skills to 
make changes in their communities. Their focus is on people instead of 
profits.  Meet a 12-year old who's helping orphans in Rwanda, a teen who's 
donated 40,000 teddybears to kids in need, and learn how $125,000 was 
raised in one night by high school students for Room To Read. 
 

09.28.20 09.30.20 #BK-127 

 
Explore the different elements of a business plan and see why it’s crucial to 
develop a plan before you start your business. Meet a teen who opened a 
snow-cone shack, another who makes and sells candles, and a group of hip 
hop artists….all with business plans. 
 

  


